Cell membranes consist of lipid bilayers that play a critical role for the transport of biological components including ions and molecules. Phase separated domains in cell membranes, known as liquid-ordered (l o ) domains (or lipid rafts), serve as an essential ingredient for regulating important biological events such as receptor-mediated signaling. Recently, elasticity-based lateral organization of l o domains in model membranes [1, 2] have attracted much interest in relation to important in vivo machineries that translate the curvature information into biological processes. A lipid monolayer at an air/water interface has provided a promising system for the generation and the characterization of phase separated domains, for example, solid, liquid, and gas phases. We report on a spatial organization process of liquid-ordered (l o ) domains in a lipid monolayer into a two dimensional array on a structurally patterned substrate. The underlying concept is to control the local curvature of the water meniscus that dictates the elastic distortions of l o domains. Due to the high bending rigidity, l o domains are diffused into such regions that fit well the spontaneous curvature of themselves. The curvature-dictated organization of l o domains would be useful for fundamental studies of lipid domains such as lipid rafts in cell membranes as well as for technological applications such as biosensor. 
